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During May this year, the Market 
Theatre Foundation embarked 
on a unique but very dynamic 
partnership with two residency 
companies, Sticky Situations  and 
The Coloured Cube, to present a 
series of arts, cultural and heritage 
activations at the Windybrow Arts 
Centre. The Coloured Cube’s three 
month artist residency came to an 
end in August.

“The residency anchored itself 
in building partnerships that are 
long term, visionary and which can 
strengthen African narratives. It’s 
the end of the 3 month residency  
buts its not the end of our 
relationship with Coloured Cube. 
They are a vibrant and dynamic 
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RESIDENCY PROJECT 
CREATES MAGIC IN 
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company  who work with diverse 
group of artists in the inner-city 
of Johannesburg. Our creative 
paths are bound to intersect with 
them again in different  ways”, 
said Ismail Mahomed, CEO of the 
Market Theatre Foundation. 

Sticky Situations has been 
working closely with the Market 
Theatre Foundation since 2016 
to gain a deeper understanding 
of how the Windybrow Arts 
Centre can be responsive and 
accountable to the needs of the 
broader arts community, as well 
as the neighbouring environment 
in which the Centre is situated. 

The residency with Sticky 
Situations at the Windybrow Arts 
Centre has focused strongly on the 
implementation of the research 
recommendations, which revolved 
around key operating themes 
including the establishment of an 
arts incubation hub, a working 
methodology with collaborative 
principles, and an underlying 
theme of Pan Africanism. The 
implementation process was 
a pilot to explore some of the 
challenges that were raised during 
the research process, including 
considerations as to how to create 
an economically inclusive and 
generative space that could link 

the high-end arts of the Market 
Theatre to the artists of Hillbrow 
and the neighbourhood in which 
it is located.  The 2016 research 
document is publicly available at 
this link: 
https://drive.google.com/
open?id=0B5tWJRLySE2xd2pET-
klpZmtNQVU 

Sticky Situations continue with 
their residency programme till the 
end of December 2017 working 
together with newly appointed 
administrator for the Windybrow 
Arts Centre, Nomalanga Nkosi. 
In this issue of BUZZ, we feature 
how Sticky Situations utilizes 
creative and participatory 
engagement approaches that 
are both sensitive and adaptive 
to the communities and the 
organisations they work with. 

#MORETHANATHEATRE
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During the past few months of a dynamic residency programme 
at the Windybrow Arts Centre Sticky Situations has devised and 
managed a number of arts programmes for school-going youth and 
more recently also for adults by working with facilitators from a 
number of creative genres who showed strong potential create arts 
programs. 

By bringing together multiple facets of the creative industries 
that link with the Market Theatre Foundation’s vision Sticky 
Situations’ residency at the Windybrow Arts Centre has attracted 
multi-disciplinary audiences and collaborators. Each and every 
programme developed at the Windybrow Arts Centre has  used 
simple methodologies of regular discussion groups and workshops 
drawing on Sticky Situations’ cross-creative collaborative process of 
working and the team’s broad range of networks and skills. 

Activities introduced by Sticky Situations cross a wide range of 
genres including drama, dance, music, fabric craft and costume 
design. Volunteers which includes established artists and volunteers 
come from all over Johannesburg to both run programmes and to 
provide shorter and longer term support to the programmes. 

A PARTNERSHIP 
OF SHARED 
VISION

ARTS CENTRE
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The highlight of the year will be two big events that aim to 
draw in partners and showcase the various arts programmes at 
the Windybrow Arts Centre. In partnership with The Outreach 
Foundation, the Windybrow Arts Centre  will host the Hey 
Hillbrow! Let’s Dlala carnival procession and performance event, 
taking art to the street, creating spaces for inclusive artistic 
expression and helping to create safer corridors for youngsters 
to play in. 

 The  #FilluptheWindybrow programme aims to bring together 
all the work undertaken by the facilitators who have volunteered 
and mentored learners during the pilot period, providing a space 
for artists and learners to perform and showcase their skills and 
talents to a wider audience.

 The residency has provided a solid piloting and experimentation 
that is useful to the Market Theatre Foundation about how to 
take the Windybrow Arts Centre forward. The neighbourhood in 
which the Centre is based has many challenges, and creating a 
space of collaboration with global and local professional artists is 
also not easy. The pilot project initiated by Sticky Situations has 
given the Market Theatre Foundation a basis from which to grow 
and continue to transform the Windybrow Arts Centre.

#MORETHANATHEATRE
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Sticky Situations is a team of 
people with approaches and 
practices that work. Their mandate 
is in their social practice and in their 
belief in the power of collaborative 
synergies and energies.

Jennifer van den Bussche is the 
founder of Sticky Situations. She 
has over 25 years experience 
in project implementation, 
using solid research to produce 
results, utilising collaborative and 
participatory methodologies to 
achieve project aims. Formally 
trained as an architect, Jen has 
a Masters in International and 
Community Development and 
is also a Research Affiliate of 
Columbia University’s Earth 
institute at CSUD. She approaches 
all projects with bundles of energy 
and passion. She believes strongly 
in the successes that collaborative 
and participatory work can bring 
to projects, and has a unique 
ability to connect people and 
processes together, simultaneously 
empowering and enriching all 
involved along the way.

 Sizakele Angel Khumalo is an 
alumnus of the Market Photo 
Workshop. She freelances as a 
photographer, gallery attendant, 
and assistant curator. In 2015, she 
co-founded the Jeppe Photo Club, 
which provided equipment and 
photography classes for youth with 
the aim of teaching young people 
how to tell stories and engage their 
community through photography. 
As a strong community facilitator, art 
consultant and photographer, Angel 
is committed to the development 
of Johannesburg’s young black 
community through her company 
Platinum Sketch and through the 
implementation of participatory 
projects in the field of community 
consultation, arts exploration 
and development and grassroots 
research throughout the city.

Angel possesses the midas touch 
when it comes to working with 
people on the ground, being open, 
compassionate and humorous. 
Possessing great insight and clear 
communication and assertion 
skills, Angel is able to champion the 

work of fellow creatives and giving 
invaluable input into programme 
formulation and problem solving.
 
Hayley Gewer is an urbanist, 
linguist and teacher who works 
both at university and with 
communities to design and deliver 
effective programmes and projects. 
Hayley has strong organisational, 
communication and facilitation 
skills. Hayley is passionate about 
engaging with the complexities 
and messiness of the city and is 
interested in studying patterns of 
urban transformation, particularly 
with respect to understanding 
everyday social and economic 
experiences and practices. Hayley 
brings a strong research focus to 
the process, having the potential to 
stand back and view projects with 
a critical lense, whilst still focusing 
on the practicalities and strategies 
of how implementation processes 
can be successful.
 
Jabulani Andries Mkhatshwa 
is a town planning student with 
extensive experience in the 

INTRODUCING 
THE STICKY 
SITUATIONS TEAM
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City’s Development Planning division. 
He brings a solid understanding of 
institutional policies and frameworks 
and how these can be applied on the 
ground. Andries lives in Johannesburg’s 
inner-city and has been involved in many 
community-based development projects. 
Andries completed an internship 
program at the City of Johannesburg 
Land Development Planning 
Department, and founded Hoop Mania 
an Inner City basketball organisation for 
local youth; his experience in these fields 
has given him a good understanding of 
both local, community and official city 
processes.  Never failing to surprise, 
Andries brings to the team strong-
mindedness and clarity which are 
invaluable in decision-making. Possessing 
strong organisational and linguistics skills, 
Andries is vital at connecting partners 
and processes, aligning work schedules 
and goals and ensuring that the group 
remains focussed on the tasks ahead. 

All projects undertaken by the Sticky 
Situation team are in collaboration with 
relevant stakeholders and communities 
right from the onset, i.e. from the ‘ideas’ 
phase, to ensure that the projects 
are accountable, sustainable and 
responsive, and ultimately install a sense 
of ownership to all parties involved. 
Their work is grounded in community 
capacity building, assisting communities 
and stakeholders to identify goals and 
building the skills and confidence needed 
to create change.

Jennifer van den Bussche Sizakele Angel Khumalo

Hayley Gewer Jabulani Andries Mkhatshwa
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At the Windybrow Arts Centre 
in Hillbrow, local youth are 
preparing for the Hey Hellbrow! 
Let’s Dlala! Festival that will 

take place on Saturday 21 
October from 10h00 – 13h00. 
The procession of performance, 
dance and music through the 

streets of Hillbrow with various 
arts activities will be dotted 
along the park leading to the 
Windybrow Arts Centre.

HEY HILLBROW! 
LET’S DLALA! 
AT THE WINDYBROW ARTS CENTRE

ARTS CENTRE
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The Hey Hillbrow! Let’s Dlala 
Festival was conceived by the late 
Lesley Perkes as a celebration of 
the arts in the streets of Hillbrow 
in a carnival style event. The 
event celebrates cultural diversity 
and it showcase young talent 
by promoting inclusive artistic 

expression on the streets and 
helping to create safer corridors 
for youngsters to play and to take 
art to the streets.

The project is a partnership 
between the Outreach 
Foundation, the Windybrow Arts 

Centre, Johannesburg Directorate 
Arts, Culture and Heritage, 
Johannesburg City Parks and 
Zoo, and Ekhaya Neighbourhood 
District.

#MORETHANATHEATRE
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The Market Photo Workshop and Market Theatre Laborarory continue to affirm their reputations as leading 
centres for excellence in arts education with a curriculum that is centred on catapulting the careers of its 
students into the arts industry. It is no surprise that alumni from the two schools at the Market Theatre 
Foundation continue to win prestigious accolades or scoop leading roles in theatre, radio and television.

This week, Muntu Vilakazi, an 
alumnus of the Market Photo 
Workshop was announced as the 
winner of this year’s main award 
of the Thami Mnyele Fine Arts 
Award. The Thami Mnyele Fine 
Art Award is a contemporary fine 
arts competition which seeks to 
inspire the passion that the late 
acclaimed resistance artist Thami 
Mnyele had for art.

The Award is considered to be 
one of the most prestigious fine 
arts accolades in South Africa. 
The prize money totals R100 
000.00, for the following prizes: 
First Prize, Ekurhuleni Prize, Multi 
& New Media-, Art on Paper-, 
Painting-, and Sculpture Merit 
Awards. In addition there is also 
the Lizamore & Associates 

Mentorship and Solo Exhibition 
prize.

Although Muntu has established 
himself as a respected 
photojournalist, working for 
various publications including 
the Mail and Guardian and City 
Press, he has defined himself 
away from the newsroom. His 
last exhibition Politics of Bling 
gave a perspective into the rise of 
the black middle class 20  years 
into South Africa’s democracy. 
Projecting the extravagant 
lifestyle of township youth 
living in communities rife with 
poverty and underdevelopment. 
As a documenter and, more 
importantly, reflector of South 
African youth culture, Muntu’s 
work forms part of the archives 
of young, black creative work.

ALUMNI TAKE THE SPOTLIGHT

Muntu Vilakazi



The Market Theatre Laboratory 
alumnus, Dimpho More, made 
her screen-debut last week. 
The vibrant young woman with 
immaculate talent in singing, 
dancing and acting graduated 
from the Market Theatre 
Laboratory in 2016.

With a passion for the 
entertainment industry, the she 
left her home in Nelspruit to 
pursue her studies at the Market 
Theatre Laboratory and to write 
her name in lights. Dimpho will 
portray the role of Nozi, a girl in 
her early twenties with a happy 
go lucky and positive personality 
in the populat television series, 
7de Laan.

The Market Theatre Foundation 
congratulates its alumni and 
wishes them continuous success 
in their careers.

PHOTO
WORKSHOP

11

Dimpho More

LABORATORY
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EXCLUSIVE BOOKS
PAN-AFRICAN READING ROOM  
Each week in BUZZ, we feature an exciting collection of books from the Pan-African Reading Room at the 
Windybrow Arts Centre. This week as the Head of the Market Photo Workshop, Lekgetho Makola, jets off to the 
5th edition of the Lubumbashi Biennale to forge and strengthen continental partnerships, the Exclusive Books Pan-
African Reading Room shines the spotlight on Nigeria, Ghana and Ethiopia.

The Exclusive Books Pan-African Reading Room is home to a wonderful collection of contemporary novels from across 
the continent. The Reading Room at the Windybrow Arts Centre is open from 13:00 – 17:00 from Monday to Friday. 

 
The Secret Lives of Baba Segi’s 
Wives 
Lola Shoneyin

The fiction debut of poet Lola 
Shoneyin, The Secret Lives of Babi 
Segi’s Wives is a perceptive and eye-
opening novel about polygamy in 
modern-day Nigeria. The struggles, 
rivalries, intricate family politics, 
and the interplay of personalities 
and relationships with the complex 
private world of a polygamous union 
are brought to life.

Homegoing
Yaa Gyasi

Effia and Esi: two sisters with two 
very different destinies. One sold 
into slavery, one a slave trader’s 
wife. The consequences of their fate 
reverberate through the generations 
that follow. Taking us from the Gold 
Coast of Africa to the cotton-picking 
plantations of Mississippi, from 
the missionary schools of Ghana 
to the dive bars of Harlem, this is a 
miraculous novel. 

Children of the Revolution 
Dinaw Mengestu

The arrival of a newcomer to Sepha 
Stephano’s rundown Washington 
suburb hints at the possibility of a 
new beginning. Seventeen years 
after fleeing the revolutionary 
Ethiopia that claimed his father’s life, 
Sepha is a man still caught between 
two existences; the one he left 
behind, aged nineteen, and the new 
life he has forged.
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In the weekly series  Archiving the Market Theatre Buzz invites our artists, patrons 
and supporters to tell us what the Market Theatre means to them. This week the 

2017 Standard Bank Young Artist for Theatre, Jade Bowers, reflects on her precious 
memories of the Market Theatre.

 

ARCHIVING THE 
MARKET THEATRE
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“My first encounter with 
the Market Theatre was 
from the history books, 
learning about the vital 
role the Market Theatre 
Laboratory  and the 
Market Theatre played 
in producing iconic South 
African productions during 
and directly after Apartheid; 

and the role that it played 
insupporting our theatre 
legends like Barney Simon, 
John Kani and Vanessa 
Cooke; and at the same time 
unearthing newer theatre 
legends.

When I first came to 
Joburg, one of the first 

things I wanted to do, was 
go to The Market Theatre. 
The first play I watched was 
in the  Laager Theatre (now 
renamed the Mannie Mannim 
Theatre). YELLOWMAN 
directed by Lara Bye with 
Mwenya Kabwe and David 
Johnson was spectacular.

And since then the Market 
Theatre Foundation has 
continued its legacy by 
creating new, edgy work 
by local young artists, like 
Monageng Vice Motshabi’s 
Ankobia and Neil Coppen’s 
Animal Farm: both highly 
politicised works relevant to 
what we are dealing with 
now.

The Market Theatre 
continues to build new 
histories and new legacies”

- JADE BOWERS 

Share your memories about 
the Market Theatre and have 
your story memorialised in our 

archive. Send your story not 
exceeding more than 400 words to 
lusandaz@markettheatre.co.za

15
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The Market Theatre Laboratory, 
Johannesburg, is excited to 
announce an international theatre 
collaboration, Encountering the 
Other, with ODDMANOUT theatre 
company, in Darlington, UK. 
Twelve young people, six from 
South Africa and six from North 
East England, will come together 
to create a production exploring 
the realities and possibilities of 
young woman in the current 
moment in a global context. 
Supported by British Council 
Connect ZA, Encountering the 
Other is a creative partnership 
involving both live and digital 
performance, a coming together 
of people from different countries 
who can learn from each other 
both socially and artistically.

This project comes from a strong 
sense of the shared values of the 
two organisations: The Market 
Theatre Laboratory is a creative 
hub supporting the development 
and emergence of talented 
young theatre-makers and 
contemporary, socially engaged, 

experimental performing arts.  
ODDMANOUT was established 
by North East England theatre-
makers, Scott Young and Katy 
Weir to create work with a strong 
focus on stories of social change 
and theatre with story-telling at its 
heart.

“Both countries also share some 
characteristics which will be 
explored in the production: a 
state of political tension, with 
young people increasingly 
passionate about speaking out 
and promoting change within our 
countries’, said Clara Vaughan, 
Head of the Market Theatre 
Laboratory.

“Many young women in 
particular are taking leadership 
positions, and are vocal about 
their demands for change. 
The intention of this project 
is to explore what women are 
experiencing now, and what 
role they will play in shaping 
the future.  We expect that 
the process will allow an 

exchange of issues, potential 
solutions, creative processes 
and performance techniques so 
that everyone who participates 
will have a broader and deeper 
understanding of themes relating 
to being a young woman living 
in these times, as well as more 
artistic skill, approaches and tools. 
We will have created an original, 
inter-disciplinary performance 
piece, which in turn will raise 
awareness, and provoke questions 
and conversation within the 
audience, who will mainly be 
young people”, she added.

In September, both creative 
teams are rehearsing in parallel 
processes, sharing material 
digitally. In October, the UK team 
will arrive in Johannesburg to start 
an intensive rehearsal period, 
creating a unified production with 
all twelve performers.

The South African team will fly 
to the UK in November, to host 
a series of exciting workshops 
on South African theatre-making 

MARKET THEATRE 
LABORATORY UK EXCHANGE
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techniques with budding actors 
from the North East of England. 
This will be followed by a one-off 
performance of Encountering 
the Other at the newly restored 
Darlington Hippodrome on 
Monday 27th November at 
7.30pm.

Commenting on this project, 
Katy Weir, who has previously 
travelled to South Africa, with the 
Swallows Foundation UK said: 
‘We’re very excited about the 
collaboration and the global profile 
of this project. We aim to achieve 
a mixed gender, class, and race 
participation, providing a more 

inclusive outcome in a way that 
transcends more than just cultural 
divides, but also divides of gender, 
class and sexuality.”

Clara Vaughan, who is also a 
director on the project, said, “We 
are very excited to be able to offer 
our students this unique cultural 
exchange experience, which is 
a huge opportunity for personal 
and artistic growth. I have no 
doubt that the work created will 
be resonant and meaningful, as it 
will explore the performers own 
experiences and stories, and allow 
them to share these across very 
diverse contexts.”

Encountering the Other is a 
visionary project which harnesses 
energy, momentum and power 
to address issues, raise voices 
and trigger debate through art, 
engagement and participation. It 
is an opportunity to experience 
the thoughts, experiences and 
creative offerings of young people 
and to be reminded that, ‘Young 
people-led work is as valid an 
artistic proposition for audiences 
as the work presented on any 
main stage across the country. 
Why would audiences not want to 
hear about the issues and realities 
facing young people, and the 
new understandings of society, 
technology, race, sexuality and 
politics they are forging? Anyone 
interested in the future of theatre 
should witness the merging and 
reinvention of artforms and 
technologies with which young 
people are entirely comfortable’. 
(Matt Fenton, The Guardian, 2015)
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Each week in Buzz, the Market Theatre Foundation celebrates the incredible pARTnerships that contribute to the 
growth of this institution and those whose brand affiliation contributes to making the Market Theatre Foundation a 
formidable leader in the art of pARTnership brokering. This week’s Buzz focuses on  THE BRITISH COUNCIL.
  

THE BRITISH COUNCIL

The British Council’s Connect ZA 
supports cultural connections 
between young people aged 
18-35 in the UK and South Africa 
with a range of arts projects and 
use of digital platforms to build 
creative networks through art 
forms including, fashion, music, 
film, design and more. The 
Market Theatre Laboratory will 
collaborate on a cultural exchange 
programme with an exciting ‘new 
writing’ theatre company based in 
North-East England, OddManOut, 
supported by the British Council’s 
Connect ZA programme. This will 
result in a production created 
and performed with six Market 
Theatre Laboratory students and 
six young people from the UK. 
The production will be performed 
both in South Africa and the UK 
later this year.
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TOURS AND EXCURSIONS
TAKING THEATRE TO THE 
CLASSROOM

Tshedimoso Primary School is a 
public school located at Mooipan 
Village in the North West Province. 
They ended their school term last 
month by bringing their learners to 
the Soccer City and on a tour of the 

Market Theatre Foundation. For the 
learners, aged between 7 – 9 years, 
this was the first time that any of 
them had set foot in a theatre. 

“It is always interesting to take such 
a young generation on a tour of 
the historic Market Theatre. I can’t 
share the information that I share 

with adults who come on the tour 
but this exciting opportunity allows 
me to devise fun and educational 
programmes for the young ones 
to process information about the 
Market Theatre”, says Busi Letwaba, 
the Market Theatre Foundation’s 
charismatic tour guide.

20
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“It was fascinating to see their 
faces glow with excitement and 
interest. My assistant, Kabelo 
Molefe, and I made sure that the 
learners had an educational and 
fun experience. We also spotted 
some real talent amongst 
the children and advised the 
educators to introduce theatre/
art programmes at their school. 
We gave them tips and exercise 
games that they could use in the 
classrooms”, she added.

Busi Letwaba’s Tours of the 
Market Theatre continues to 
break all expectations as she 
tailor-makes every tour to reach 
out to cultural historians, drama 
students, tourists to the city 
and to school children of any 
age. The tours take place every 
Wednesday at 11:00. Booking 
is essential. To book your place 
on the weekly tour contact Busi 
Letwaba: 
Tel:011 832 1641 
Email: busil@markettheatre.co.za
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Make reservations for your visits 
to the Market Theatre so much 
easier. With one glance at the 
table below you can now see the 
start and end date for each pro-
duction season. For more details 
about the productions visit the 

Market Theatre Foundation
website: 
www.markettheatre.co.za 
www.webtickets.co.za
or buy your ticket at any Pick n 
Pay store. 

For block bookings call Anthony 
Ezeoke at 011 832 1641/083 246 
4950 or Yusrah Bardien at 011 
832 1641 (ext 204)

Please note that there are no 
shows on Mondays.

LIVE AT THE MARKET 
THEATRE …  

SHOW OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

The Man Jesus

The Barney Simon Theatre
13 5

Encountering Others

The Ramolao Makhene Theatre
14

The Suitcase

The John Kani Theatre
20 26

Dead Yellow Sands

The Barney Simon Theatre
17 10
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THE MAN JESUS
DATES
Friday 13 October - 
Sunday 5 November 2017
TIME
Tuesday - Saturday 20:15
Sunday 15:15
VENUE
Barney Simon

The Man Jesus, a one-man 
performance of some of the 
life of Jesus Christ, is a series of 
monologues by South African-
born playwright, Matthew 
Hurt and directed by Robert 
Whitehead and featuring Lebo 
Toko.  The Man Jesus is a deeply 
personal account of the reaction 
of those closest – and indeed 
farthest -  from Jesus immediately 
after the crucifixion and 
resurrection.  It brings simplicity, 
humour and understanding (or 
misunderstanding) to the story of 
Jesus.  

The Man Jesus was originally 
produced in Ireland, where it was 
nominated for the Irish Times 
Best New Play, 2013.  It will be 
transposed by Robert Whitehead 
and Lebo Toko playing a range 
of characters including-, Judas, 
Pontius Pilate and Mary, mother 
of Jesus. 

#TheManJesus

Images by Brett Rubin
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ENCOUNTERING THE 
OTHER
DATES
Saturday 14 October 2017 
TIME
Saturday 15:00 & 19:00
VENUE
Ramolao Makhene

Encountering the Other is a 
collaboration involving both live 
and digital performance between 
the Market Theatre Laboratory in 
Johannesburg, South Africa, and 
OddManOut in Darlington, UK. 
Twelve young people, six from 
South Africa and six from North 
East England, have come together 
to create a production exploring 
the realities and possibilities as 
a young woman in the current 
moment.
 
Both countries are in a state of 
political tension, with young 
people increasingly passionate 
about speaking out and promoting 
change within our countries. Many 
young woman in particular are 
taking leadership positions, and 
are vocal about their demands for 
change.

#EncounteringTheOther
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THE SUITCASE
DATES
Friday 20 October - 
Sunday 26 November 2017
TIME
Tuesday - Saturday 20:15
Sunday 15:00
VENUE
John Kani

Adapted and directed by James 
Ngcobo from Es’kia Mpahlele short 
story, The Suitcase, set in the 1950’s 
in Sophiatown, tells the story of a 
young couple who, despite family 
disapproval of their marriage, leave 
for the city, intending to return 
wealthy and immune from social 
censure. The pressures of the city, 
unemployment and poverty strip 
away the husband`s self-esteem 
and he starts to lose his moral com-
pass. He is so desperate to provide 
for his pregnant wife that he steals 
a suitcase left on a bus. This action 
leads to frightening consequences, 
dramatic turns and unexpected 
twists.

The Suitcase will feature Siyabonga 
Twala, Masasa Mbangeni, Des-
mond Dube, John Lata, Nokukhan-
ya Dlamini, Gugu Shezi, Nomfundo 
Sambo and Bheki Khoza. The 
production will be presented at the 
Market Theatre directly after its 
5-city UK tour.

#TheSuitcase
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DEAD YELLOW SANDS  
DATES
Friday 17  November - 
Sunday 10 December 2017
TIME
Tuesday - Saturday 20:15
Sunday 15:15
VENUE
Barney Simon

Dead Yellow Sands by Graham 
Weir might well be described as 
a collection of portraitures that 
live for a brief few minutes and 
return to the darkness of black 
space. Based on people Weir 
has met or observed over the 
years, the characters are all at a 
winding-down moment in their 
lives, some of them even looking 
into the great silence of death.  

#DeadYellowSands
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On November 13th, Oscar-
winning film director Danny 
Boyle will direct a star-studded 
Hollywood cast in The Children’s 
Monologues at New York’s 
Carnegie Hall. On the same 
night, the Market Theatre’s 
Artistic Director James Ngcobo 
will, in tandem, direct a star-
studded, all-female South African 
production of The Children’s 
Monologues at the Market 
Theatre, Johannesburg. This is 
the second consecutive year that 
the Market Theatre will present 
this global and special one night 
only fundraising performance.
 
The Children’s Monologues, 
featuring testimonials by 
children, adapted for the 
stage by multi-award-winning 
playwrights and performed by 
world-renowned casts, highlight 
the power of creative storytelling 
to raise awareness about the 
challenges facing children living 
through poverty and conflict. 

Two previous versions have 
been staged to sold-out houses 
at London’s The Old Vic and 
Royal Court theatres and were 
also directed by Danny Boyle, a 
founding trustee of the registered 
charity, Dramatic Need.
 
James Ngcobo and Danny Boyle 
met up in London on Monday the 
9 October 2017 to reflect on the 
success of last years fundraiser 
and to discuss strategies  for the 
upcoming Children’s Monologues 
in a month’s time.  

THE CHILDREN’S 
MONOLOGUES



The fifth edition of the 
Foundation Course at the Market 
Photo Workshop is in full swing 
and has been running for the 

past four weeks. The course is 
dedicated to training students on 
how to take great photographs 
and how to cope with different 

situations while working 
professionally.

FOUNDATION COURSE 
SWINGS INTO FULL GEAR

FC 
FOUNDATION 
COURSE IN 
PHOTOGRAPHY

An introduction to photography, 
the Foundation Course 
teaches the basics of digital 
photography. After having 
completed this course you will 
be able to photograph and 
process photographic images 
in digital format. You will also 

begin to work towards the 
development of a portfolio 
of work that will focus on a 
particular area of photographic 
practice, whether it be social 
documentary photography, 
commercial photography, or art 
photography.

FULL TIME
Duration: Eight Weeks 

Six Foundation Courses run 
through the year. 

Time: 
Mon – Fri: 09h00 - 17h00

Cost:
• 2017 cost for students from 
the global South: R 5 750 
• 2017 cost for International  
Students: R 9 700
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Mandla Mtshali – Lighting Design 

Mandla was trained in stage 
managing, sound and lighting at 
the Dance Factory in 2000 and 
he .worked as their Resident 
Stage Manager with local and 
international dance companies 
like Scapino Rotterdam and 
Akram Kham Dance Co. 

After three years at the Dance 
Factory he enrolled to study 
Entertainment Technology at 
Tshwane University of Technology 
and also attended a Stage Lighting 
Master Class. He graduated 
in 2006 and freelanced for 
various companies such as MGG 
productions, Gearhouse SA and 
Production Projects. Since then 
he has worked in various roles 

with Vuyani Dance Theatre, 
Nelisiwe Xaba’s company and 
with projects supported by the 
French Institute of South Africa 
and the Goethe Institute.

Mandla has worked at the 
National Arts Festival, KKNK, 
Aardklop, Macufe and at Arts 
Alive as well as festival abroad.

PERSONALITIES FROM 
THE MAN JESUS
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Thando Lobese – Costume 
Design

Affectionately known as 
Thando, Noluthando Lobese 
is an award-winning designer 
working in theatre, television 
and commercials. She has 
been nominated for awards for 
several theatre productions. 
With a background in fashion 
design she was later introduced 
to the world of theatre by her 
mentor and award-winning 
designer, Nadya Cohen; and 

the two have collaborated on 
many productions at the Market 
Theatre. 

Thando traveled to Stockholm 
Stadsteatear, Sweden as a design 
apprentice under the mentorship 
of Charlie Koroly 2008. She has 
recently been to the MacDowell 
Colony (NH) New York, where she 
worked as a visual artist on her 
first project, What It Is?

Her other projects include 
working at Studio X, 

Glimmerglass Opera Festival 
(Cooperstown). Bregenz 
Festspielhaus and at the floating 
stage on the lake in Austria as a 
design Intern. She was with JHB 
Massiv a group of artists from 
diverse artistic backgrounds that 
went to showcase at a street 
festival in Accra, Ghana in 2015. 
Most of her theatre work has 
been staged in ke Germany, 
Austria, United States, Sweden, 
Amsterdam and London. 



HANDLING 
THE GROWING 
COMPLEXITIES OF 
SUPPLY CHAIN IN 
THE ARTS

The Market Theatre Foundation’s 
Employee of the Month award for 
September 2017 was awarded to 
Vickey Pienaar. The monthly employee 
scheme was introduced to recognise 
outstanding efforts of the employees 
whose output sustains and advances 
the reputation of the Market Theatre 

Foundation. Vickey Pienaar started 
working for the Market Theatre 
Foundation in 2015. 

Supply Chain Management is usually 
perceived as a non creative position 
but Vickey has quickly adapted to 
working in a creative environment 
and he has demonstrated his own 
creative spark in how he engages 
with suppliers, contractors and the 
management teams at the Market 
Theatre Foundation.

Committed to advancing 
opportunities for small businesses 
and serving the Market Theatre 
Foundation’s and the Department 
of Arts & Culture’s mandates 
Vickey remains up-to-date about 
employment equity issues and 
matters related to contract 
management in a fast-changing 
economic and cultural landscape.

“I always represent the best interests 
of the Market Theatre Foundation. I 
act as its ambassador when I have to 
engage with service providers” says 
Vickey Pienaar. “In this position ethics 
and professionalism plays a huge 
role”, he adds.

By communicating with suppliers in an 
ethical and transparent manner Vickey 
Pienaar instils confidence amongst 
suppliers, management of the Market 
Theatre Foundation and the public.

Employee
of the  month

vickey pienaar
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MARKET THEATRE 
PERSONALITIES
UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL WITH...

VICKEY PIENAAR - SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
ASSISTANT  

Q:  What drives Vickey Pienaar to be 
an exceptional staff member and 
person in general? 

 My outlook on life in general is that 
you just get more out of a person 
when they feel that they are treated 
with respect. 

Q: What would you advise other 
employees who aspire to win the 
award one day? 

 To be more then what you are and 
to go beyond doing just is assigned 
to you. Go the extra mile. This way, 
you gain new knowledge and it 
opens plenty of doors.

Q:  What do you think creates a great 
work environment?

 Team work and good 
communication.

Q:  What are the challenges of being a 
Supply Chain Assistant and how do 
you overcome the challenges?  

 Unplanned and emergency projects. 
I build good business relationships 

with suppliers. This is helpful when 
there are emergencies.

Q:  What does one have to study to 
become Supply Chain Practitioner 
and how has the world of Supply 
Chain Management evolved since 
you started in the field 

 There are short courses and 
degrees available at the reputable 
institutions. SCM has evolved a lot 
over the years especially in SA. It 
used to be about just purchasing 
but now it is also about growing 
opportunities for smaller and 
historically marginalized suppliers.  

Q:  Where do you see yourself in 5 
years?

 To just grow as a person and learn 
more. Knowledge is power and no 
one can take that away from me.

Q: Share with us what is the one thing 
that people don’t know about you?

 I enjoy time in the kitchen. I love 
cooking. 
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FIRST BIRTHDAY: A CELEBRATION IN STYLE

LAST WEEK IN PICTURES...

The heavens poured with  heavy 
rain on Monday 2 October. 
It was a special blessing for a 
celebration that was filled with 
enjoyment and style. MARKET 
BUZZ turned one year old and 
with 50 editions produced 
last year, it was a party that 
attracted high-flyers from the 
arts media industry, bloggers 
and theatre stakeholders to 
celebrate the moment.

Market Buzz has become a 
favourite amongst theatre-
lovers and arts patrons. Through 
its informative pages, readers 
are introduced to a spectrum of 
events and highlights across the 
Market Theatre’s broad array of 
programming.

“This is a feather in the cap of 
Zama Buthelezi, the the Head 
of the Brand & Communications 

Department at the Market 
Theatre Foundation. As print 
media decreases its coverage 
of the arts, Zama and her 
team are taking full advantage 
of the power of digital 
communication”, said Ismail 
Mahomed, CEO of the Market 
Theatre Foundation.
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FOUNDATION

For more information 
about the Market Theatre 

Foundation, please visit 
www.markettheatre.co.za

Telephone : 011 832 1641

138 Lillian Ngoyi Street
Newtown, Johannesburg

MARKET SQUARE 
DIRECTIONS: 

Directions to The Market Theatre Foundation, The 
Market Square, 138 Lillian Ngoyi (previously Bree) 
Street, between Miriam Makeba and Margaret 
Mcingana streets

Co-ordinates: -26.201984, 28.032706
Co-ordinates: -26.200834, 28.032294

• Take Jan Smuts Ave off ramp from M1 south.

• Continue over Empire Rd, past Wits and over   
 Mandela Bridge.

• At the first traffic light after the Mandela Bridge,   
 turn right into Carr Street.

• At the next traffic light turn left into Miriam Makeba  
 Street.

• At the next traffic light turn right into the Newtown  
 Junction Mall road, City Lodge Hotel on the right. 

• Continue to the right around the traffic circle into  
 the Mall’s underground parking garage. 

• When you come out of the parking garage using   
 the lift or escalator the Market Theatre is to the 
 east of the parking area in the direction of the   
 water fountain in the Mall’s square. Walk past The  
 Potato Shed and through the gate. Then turn right  
 towards the Market main entrance. Please ask the  
 security / ushers if you feel unsure.

• To get to the Market Square, continue past the 
 Market Theatre building, cross the road (Lillian   
 Ngoyi Street) and you will see the Market Square  
 entrance towards your left – diagonally across the  
 road from the Market Theatre building.


